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ABSTRACT

General Terms

The advent of new matrix-valued magnetic resonance
imaging modalities such as Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)
requires
extensive
computational
acceleration.
Computational acceleration on graphics processing units
(GPUs) can make the regularization (denoising) of DTI
images attractive in clinical settings, hence improving the
quality of DTI images in a broad range of applications.
Construction of DTI images consists of direction-specific
Magnetic Resonance (MR) measurements. Compared with
conventional MR, direction-sensitive acquisition has a
lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Therefore, high noise
levels often limit DTI imaging. Advanced post-processing
of imaging data can improve the quality of estimated
tensors. However, the post-processing problem is only
made more computationally difficult when considering
matrix-valued imaging data.
This paper describes the acceleration of a Total
Variation regularization method for matrix-valued images,
in particular, for DTI images on NVIDIA Quadro FX 5600.
The TV regularization of a 3-D image with 1283 voxels
ultimately achieves 266X speedup and requires 1 minute
and 30 seconds on the Quadro, while this algorithm on a
dual-core CPU completes in more than 3 hours. In this
application study we are aimed at analyzing the effective of
excessive synchronization, which provides an insight into
generally adapting Variational methods to the GPU
architecture for other image processing algorithms designed
for matrix-valued images.

Algorithms, Performance

Keywords
GPGPU, GPU computing, CUDA, Variational methods, TV
Regularization

1. INTRODUCTION
Traditional single-core microprocessors have driven rapid
performance increase in two decades. However, constraints
on power consumption slowed this progress, which have
forced CPU vendors to find other ways to meet high
performance computing needs in science and engineering.
One solution is that of many-core architectures, which
integrates tens or hundreds of processors onto a single chip.
Many-core processors can offer higher performance or
power efficiency compared to current CPU or multi-core
processors [1].
One example of commodity many-core processors are the
current programmable graphics processing units (GPUs)
such as AMDR580 or NVIDIA G80 GPU’s with CUDA [2]
created as their programming model. Current GPU’s have
hundreds of processor cores and high memory bandwidth.
This processing power of GPU’s has been successfully
exploited in the GPGPU domain, especially in scientific,
imaging and database applications. Fully programmable
cores in modern GPUs support important features for
general-purpose computing such as IEEE floating point
arithmetic, multiprocessor shared memory, and arbitrary
memory addressing [2, 3]. Furthermore, increasing the
flexibility and programmability of GPU’s in recent years
has improved their suitability for high-performance
computing.
For example, in G80, general-purpose
applications are developed using ANSI C with extensions
provided by CUDA. Previously, GPU programming
required the use of graphics APIs [4, 5] or a high-level
language on top of graphics API [6, 7, 8]. Developers
prefer GPUs over other alternative parallel processors due
to several advantages including their low cost and wide
availability.
A large number of medical imaging algorithms, including
all the algorithms in the medical imaging pipeline (i.e.
denoising, registration and segmentation) can benefit
significantly from accelerators such as GPUs. During the
last decade, a new magnetic resonance modality called
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been extensively

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1.4 [Computer Systems Organization]: Processor
Architectures—Parallel Architectures; I.3.1 [Computing
Methodologies]:
Computer
Graphics—Hardware
Architecture
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studied [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. The DTI images are matrix
valued. In each voxel of the imaging domain, a diffusion
tensor (i.e. diffusion matrix) D is constructed based on a
series of K direction-specific MR measurements.
All
measurements contain noise, which degrades the accuracy
of the estimated tensor. Compared with conventional MR,
direction-sensitive acquisition has a lower signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). There are several ways to increase the
accuracy of estimated tensors. The most intuitive way is to
make an average of a series of repeated measurements.
Alternatively, the number of gradient directions can be
increased.
An obvious disadvantage of both of these
approaches is the increased scanner time. Best way to
improve the quality of the tensor is by post-processing the
data.
Hence, from the developments in DTI, there is a need for
robust
regularization
(denoising)
methods
for
matrix-valued images that is computationally fast. One of
the state-of-the art methods for regularization of
tensor-valued images is proposed in [15] as a Variational
method [16, 17, 18] and a natural extension of the color
Total Variation model proposed by Rudin et al. [19].
However, the post-processing problem is only made more
computationally difficult when considering multi-valued
imaging data, such as DTI or multi-channel acquisitions,
wherein each voxel is a feature vector of 6-100 dimensions.
In this paper, we accelerate the Total Variation
regularization algorithm [15] for DTI images. To the best
of our knowledge, there have been no efforts to accelerate
such fundamental algorithms for DTI images in the
GPGPU community before.
For this regularization algorithm to be viable for clinical
settings,
significant
and
low-cost
computational
acceleration is required.
We find that regularization
algorithms for DTI images can significantly benefit from
the advances in the architecture of GPU. Solving partial
differential equations in Total Variation model poses
extensive
synchronization
on
the
GPU-based
Implementation of TV regularization. Hence, in this paper,
we analyzed the effect of synchronization by comparing our
GPU-based implementation to a secondary approach that
eliminates synchronization by dividing all computations
into independent sub-blocks. Thereby, we compared the
effect of excessive synchronization on our primary approach
against the effect of excessive computational workload and
memory load in the secondary approach that is imposed on
each thread by eliminating the synchronization.
In particular, regularization of a tensor-valued image of
dimension 1283 completes in 1 minutes and 30 seconds,
while the same regularization on a dual-core CPU requires
more than 3 hours. The 128X acceleration achieved on the
GPU makes this method much more appealing in clinical
settings.
This application study not only reveals the
application-specific techniques that used for adapting this
algorithm to NVIDIA G80 GPU, but also provides an
insight into generally adapting Variational methods to this
platform for other image processing algorithms designed
for matrix-valued images.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 first describes the architecture of the Quadro FX
5600 and its G80 GPU, and then discusses the advantages
of Total Variation regularization particularly for DTI
images. Section 3 presents the GPU-based implementation

of the TV regularization method. Section 4 describes the
primary and secondary methodologies in the GPU-based
implementation. Section 5 describes experimental results
and compares our primary approach with the secondary
approach. Section 6 discusses related work in GPU-based
medical imaging. Finally, we conclude with some final
statements and suggestions for future work in Section 7.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 The Quadro FX 5600 Architecture
The NVIDIA Quadro FX 5600 is used as our main
experimental platform. Quadro FX 5600 is based on G80
graphics processing unit. The Quadro has 128 processor
cores with the ability to directly access a global device
memory, which allows a more flexible programming model
than previous generations of GPU. G80 supports the Single
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) programming model,
which is more general and flexible than the programming
models supported by previous generations of GPU. This
model allows data-parallel algorithms to be well suited for
these architectures. NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device
Architecture (CUDA) [3] was introduced by NVIDIA as a
set of development tools to ease the developments on this
architecture. In this section, we discuss CUDA and its
threading model and the architectural features of the G80
that are most relevant to our proposed memory
optimization technique. More comprehensive descriptions
are found in [3, 5, 16].
CUDA Is a C-compiler that allows programmers to
develop applications using a data-parallel programming
model.
CUDA gives developers access to the native
instruction set and memory of the massively parallel
computational elements of CUDA-enabled architectures.
CUDA treats GPU as a coprocessor that executes
data-parallel functions, so called kernel functions. The
source program provided by the developer is divided into
host (CPU) and kernel (GPU) code, which are then
compiled by the host compiler and NVIDIA’s compiler
(nvcc) respectively.

2.1.1 Architectural Features
Figure 1 demonstrates Quadro’s architecture. This G80
GPU consists of 16 streaming multiprocessors (SMs), each
containing eight streaming processors (SPs) running at 1.35
GHz. Each SM has 8,192 registers and 16KB of on-chip
shared memory that are shared among all threads assigned
to the SM. Threads on a given SM’s cores execute in SIMD
fashion, with the instruction unit broadcasting the current
instruction to the eight cores of the SM. Each core has a
single arithmetic unit that performs double-precision
floating-point arithmetic and 32-bit integer operations.
The Quadro has 76.8 GB/s of bandwidth to its off-chip
global memory. Bandwidth to off-chip memory is quite
high, but can be saturated if many threads request access
within a short period of time. This bandwidth can be
achieved only if accesses to the memory are contiguous
16-words lines; therefore, it is very important to follow the
right access pattern to get maximum memory bandwidth.
To reduce the application’s demand for off-chip memory
bandwidth, there are on-chip memories that can be
employed to exploit the data locality and data sharing.
Each SM has a 16KB of on-chip shared memory for data
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a long time in the image processing research community.
Among popular PDE methods are the Total Variation
method introduced by Rudin et al. [19] and various
methods related to this [16, 18]. Many of these methods
were extensively studied for scalar-valued (gray-scale)
images and were later generalized to vector-valued (color)
images.
Emerging imaging modalities such as
matrix-valued images, also, require robust image
processing methods.
However, when considering
multi-valued imaging data, the computational complexity
of these algorithms becomes significantly higher and makes
them impractical for clinical purposes. One of the most
fundamental image processing algorithms is denoising that
is usually required as a pre-processing step for registration
and segmentation of medical images. Thus, acceleration of
such a fundamental algorithm for matrix-valued images
such as DTI images has an immediate impact on medical
imaging community. This paper shows that regularization
of matrix-valued images becomes viable in clinical settings
when accelerated on GPUs.
Emerging imaging modalities such as matrix-valued
images, also, require robust image processing methods.
However, when considering multi-valued imaging data, the
computational complexity of these algorithms becomes
significantly higher and makes them impractical for clinical
purposes. One of the most fundamental image processing
algorithms is denoising that is usually required as a
pre-processing step for registration and segmentation of
medical images. Thus, acceleration of such a fundamental
algorithm for matrix-valued images such as DTI images
has an immediate impact on medical imaging community.
This paper shows that regularization of matrix-valued
images becomes viable in clinical settings when accelerated
on GPUs.
We implemented the Total Variation regularization of
[15] specifically for DTI images. This algorithm finds the
solution to the following minimization problem for each
voxel (each voxel is a feature vector of size 6):
v
uX
2
1X
minlkl {u
T V [dij (lkl )]2 +
k dij − dˆij k2 }
(1)
u
2
u ij
ij
t|
{z
}
|
{z
}

Figure 1: Architecture of Quadro FX 5600

that is either written and reused or shared among threads.
In addition, Quadro has a 64 KB, off-chip constant
memory, and each SM has an 8 KB constant memory
cache. The constant memory space is cached, thus, a read
from constant memory costs one memory read from global
memory only on a cache miss, otherwise it just costs one
read from the constant cache. Finally, for read-only data
that is shared by many threads but not necessarily
accessed simultaneously by all threads, the off-chip texture
memory and the on-chip texture caches can be utilized to
exploit 2D data locality to reduce the memory latency.

2.1.2 Threading Model
The batch of threads that executes the kernel in a G80 is
organized as a grid of thread blocks. Each kernel creates a
single grid that consists of many thread blocks. Each thread
block (TB) is at most a three dimensional array of threads
and has unique coordinates in the grid. Each thread block
is assigned to a single SM for the duration of its execution.
The blocks that are being processed by one multiprocessor
in one batch are referred to as active. Each active block is
split into SIMD groups of threads called warps: each of
these warps contains 32 threads. Warps are the scheduling
units in SMs. All warps from all active blocks are scheduled
by the thread scheduler in order to maximize the use of
the multiprocessor computational resources. Therefore, SMs
can interleave warps so that when one stalls on high latency
memory accesses or high latency arithmetic operations, the
SM switches to a ready warp in the same thread block that
is assigned to the SM. The SM occupancy is defined as the
ratio of the number of active warps per SM to the maximum
number of active warps.
G80 has very limited resources available to each thread.
Thus, the more resources consumed by each thread, fewer
threads can be active simultaneously which results in
tremendous performance loss. Therefore, there is often a
trade-off between the efficiency of individual threads and
thread-level parallelism. In other words, although by using
more resources in each thread we can increase the
performance of each thread individually, this eventually
reduces the degree of parallelism, which results in
reduction of the SM’s occupancy [14].

R(u)

F(u,f )

Where kl ∈ {11, 21, 22, 31, 32, 33} and dˆij denotes the
elements of the tensor estimated form noisy data, dij
denotes the elements of matrix D and TV is the Total
Variation norm of a matrix. Matrix D is defined as
D = L · LT where L is a lower triangular matrix.
Consequently, the diffusion matrix is represented on the
form of a Cholesky factorization. The objective is to find
the dij as the (unique) minimizer of Eq. 1. R(u) is the
regularization functional and F(u, f ) is the fidelity
functional.
The regularization term is a geometric
functional measuring smoothness of the estimated solution
and the fidelity term is a measure of fitness of the
estimated solution. Total Variation (TV) norm of a matrix
D ∈ R × R is defined as:
T V [D] = (T V [d11 (lij )]2 + 2T V [d21 (lij )]2
+T V [d22 (lij )]2 + 2T V [d31 (lij )]2

2.2 Regularization of Matrix-Valued Images
Image processing methods using Variational calculus and
partial differential equations (PDEs) have been popular for

+2T V [d32 (lij )]2 + T V [d33 (lij )]2 )1/2
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(2)

Eq. 3 gives the abstract formulation of the problem.
λ
F(u, f )}
(3)
2
The minimization problem described in this paper
therefore consists of five primary computations. Derivative
of regularization functional R is given in the following
equations:
minu {G(u, f, λ) = R(u) +

X 1
∂R
∇dij ∂dij
=−
T V [dij ] ∇ · (
)
∂lkl
α
|∇d
ij | {z }
ij | ∂lkl
ij
{z
}
T V norm |

Figure 2: TV Regularization Kernel Control Flow

the complexity of the same methods for conventional
vector-valued images, since each voxel can be a feature
vector of 6-100 dimensions in multi-valued imaging. For
this reason, denoising of high-resolution, three dimensional
and multi-valued images have been impractical in clinical
settings, despite the need for such imaging modalities. Our
work demonstrates that this advanced denoising methods
can be performed quickly and efficiently on modern GPUs,
increasing their viability in clinical settings.

(4)

curvature

|

{z

P(xij )

αij = T V [D]

}

Throughout this paper, ∇ denotes the spatial gradient,
while ∇· denotes the divergence operator.
First, the algorithm computes each element of P as part
∂R
of computing ∂l
given by,

3. GPU-BASED IMPLEMENTATION

kl

P(xij ) = T V [dij ]∇ · (

∇xij ∂xij
)
|∇xij | ∂lkl

The Total Variation (TV) regularization method for
matrix-valued images described in Section 2.2 consists of
five steps in its GPU-based implementations and is
generally a solver that iteratively solves a minimization
problem based on steepest descent method. Each step
depicted in Figure 2, can be implemented as a CUDA
kernel. However, data does not need to be transferred back
and forth between CPU and GPU between kernel launches,
hence, avoiding the overhead. We explain the kernel
control flow in the following sections.

(5)

Function P consists of two major parts, curvature and
the total variation norm.
Curvature is the most
computationally expensive function P in the algorithm.
αij is the scaling factor, which scales the result of P based
on the total variation in the image. Second, the algorithm
computes the gradient of regularization functional R
X
∂R
∂dij
=−
P(dij )
∂lkl
∂lkl
ij

3.1 LLT

(6)

After estimating the Cholesky factors L, tensor D is
calculated per each voxel in the kernel LLT . Kernel LLT is
a matrix multiplication kernel, multiplying a lower
triangular matrix and its transpose, and is executed in
data-parallel fashion. The output of kernel LLT , xij is
then fed to successive kernels. xij is a 3-D matrix, which
contains the element dij of the diffusion matrix D per each
voxel in the image.

∂R
Because all six ∂l
depends on values of P(dij ) the values
kl
of P can be computed beforehand and then reused in the
∂R
computation of ∂l
. Third, the algorithm computes the
kl
gradient of the fidelity functional F:

X
∂F
∂dij
=2
(dij − dˆij )
∂lkl
∂lkl
ij

(7)

3.2 TVnorm

Forth, the algorithm combines the previous computations
∂G
to compute the gradient ∂l
,
ij
∂G
∂R
∂F
=
+
, {ij} ∈ {11, 21, 22, 31, 32, 33}.
∂lij
∂lij
∂lij

The kernel T V norm computes the Total Variation norm
for each xij in a data-parallel fashion, which consists of
computing derivatives of the 3-D image in x, y, z directions
and finally calculating the norm by performing a sqrt
operation. Computation of T V norm is followed by a
global reduction operation among all thread blocks. For
this, each thread block does its own share of accumulation
in the shared memory, and then a global accumulation
needs to be done among the single result of all thread
blocks in the global memory. However, since our GPU
platform does not support atomic add at this moment , we
need to add an additional kernel (kernel Reduction) to our
design to perform the final reduction.

(8)

Finally, the algorithm can iteratively solve the
Euler-Lagrange
equation
corresponding
to
the
minimization problem using the steepest descent method
with a fixed time step ∆t. For this step, six equations are
solved iteratively based on Eq. 9.
= dn
dn+1
ij − △t
ij

∂Gn
, {kl} ∈ {11, 21, 22, 31, 32, 33}.
∂lij

(9)

3.3 Reduction

For each step of the algorithm computations are
performed for six gradient directions {11, 21, 22, 31, 32, 33},
which makes each step computationally intensive. The
complexity of Total Variation regularization as a denoising
method for multi-valued imaging data such as MR diffusion
tensor imaging or multi-channel acquisitions, far exceeds

This kernel launches only one thread block to perform
the global reduction on the set of data captured from each
thread block in kernel T V norm. This step had to be added
to compensate for the lack of atomic operations’ support in
our experimental platform.
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3.4 P

Listing 2: Solver Implementation in MATLAB.
Results of function P(xij ), gradient of R and
gradient of G are computed in multiple steps and
referenced as ptij , drdlij , dgdlij respectively.

P(xij ) as the main function in the PDE solver is
implemented as an independent kernel. Kernel P consists
of two major measurements: curvature and TV norm.
T V norm is implemented as an independent kernel as
described in Section 3.2, and its result of will be reused in
kernel P .

for

3.4.1 Curvature3D

// s i m i l a r

// s i m i l a r

// s i m i l a r

// s i m i l a r
end

( t x <= BLOCK 3D X−2)
uxx=(normx [ i n d e x ( ty , t x +1 , t z ) ]
−normx [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z ) ] ) / dx ;
and

calculation

repeats

for

drdl31 , drdl32

and

drdl33

calculation

repeats

for

dgdl31 , dg dl32

and

dgdl33

calculation

repeats

for

31 ,32

and

33

Kernel Solver is a data-parallel implementation of the
PDE solver in the TV regularization algorithm.
As
described in Section 2.2, Eq. 1 is solved iteratively by
invoking this kernel to find the unique minimizer of the
problem.
The kernel is invoked until the number of
iterations exceeds a threshold. At each iteration, the solver
finds the gradient of G per voxel in multiple steps as
described in Eq. 4-8 to solve the Euler-Lagrange equation
given by Eq. 9. Results of kernel P stored in global
memory is used in this kernel for computing the gradient of
R based on Eq. 4. Finally, xij is estimated according to
the Euler-Lagrange equation given by Eq. 9, based on
gradient of G and the value of xij in the previous
iteration.
The implementation for the solver is
demonstrated in MATLAB for the sake of briefness in
Listing 2, which consists of function P and LLT which are
implemented as separate kernels in the CUDA
implementation.

( t x <= BLOCK 3D X−1)
normx [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z ) ] =ux [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z ) ] /
( s q r t f ( pow f ( ux [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z ) ] , 2 )
+pow f ( Ly , 2 ) + pow f ( Lz , 2 ) + TINY ) ) ;
syncthreads () ;

uyy

pt33

3.5 Solver

i f ( ( t z >=1|| t z<=BLOCK 3D Z−2)&&( t z >=0|| t z <BLOCK 3D Z −))
Lz=(uz [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z ) ] + uz [ i n d e x ( ty , t x +1 , t z ) ]
+uz [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z +1)]+ uz [ i n d e x ( ty , t x +1 , t z + 1 ) ] ) / 4 ;

for

and

The GPU-based implementation of the Curvature3D
uses shared memory to ameliorate the effect of this global
synchronization problem by overlapping the boundaries
among thread blocks and creating redundant computations
in a given block of image. As a result, for a N × N × N
data block, we create a thread block with size
(N + 2) × (N + 2) × (N + 2). After completing each
computational step (spatial gradient, gradient norm and
divergence) in Curvature3D the dimension of active
threads is decreased by one. Therefore, at the beginning of
the kernel P , there exists (N + 2) × (N + 2) × (N + 2)
active threads for loading a data block of size
(N + 2) × (N + 2) × (N + 2), while at the end there exist
only N × N × N active threads.

i f ( ( ty >=1|| ty<=BLOCK 3D Y−2)&&(tx >=0||tx<=BLOCK 3D X−2))
Ly=(uy [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z ) ] + uy [ i n d e x ( ty , t x +1 , t z ) ]
+uy [ i n d e x ( t y +1 , tx , t z ) ] + uy [ i n d e x ( t y +1 , t x +1 , t z ) ] ) / 4 ;

above

pt32

L ( : , : , : , 1 , 1 ) = L ( : , : , : , 1 , 1 ) − dt ∗ dgdl11 ;
L ( : , : , : , 2 , 1 ) = L ( : , : , : , 2 , 1 ) − dt ∗ dgdl21 ;
L ( : , : , : , 2 , 2 ) = L ( : , : , : , 2 , 2 ) − dt ∗ dgdl22 ;

i f ( t z <= BLOCK 3D Z−1)
uz [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z ) ] =
( u [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z +1)] −u [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z ) ] ) / dz ;
syncthreads () ;

as

pt31 ,

d g d l 2 2 = 2∗ lambda
∗ (D ( : , : , : , 2 , 2 ) − X n o i s y ( : , : , : , 2 , 2 ) ) . ∗ L ( : , : , : , 2 , 2 ) + . . .
(D ( : , : , : , 3 , 2 ) − X n o i s y ( : , : , : , 3 , 2 ) ) . ∗ L ( : , : , : , 3 , 2 ) − . . .
2∗ d r d l 2 2 ;

i f ( t x <= BLOCK 3D X−1)
ux [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z ) ] =
( u [ i n d e x ( ty , t x +1 , t z )] − u [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z ) ] ) / dx ;

repeats
);

for

d g d l 2 1 = 2∗ lambda
∗ (D ( : , : , : , 2 , 1 ) − X n o i s y ( : , : , : , 2 , 1 ) ) . ∗ L ( : , : , : , 1 , 1 ) + . . .
(D ( : , : , : , 2 , 2 ) − X n o i s y ( : , : , : , 2 , 2 ) ) . ∗ L ( : , : , : , 2 , 1 ) + . . .
(D ( : , : , : , 3 , 2 ) − X n o i s y ( : , : , : , 3 , 2 ) ) . ∗ L ( : , : , : , 3 , 1 ) − . . .
2∗ d r d l 2 1 ;

Listing 1: Curvature3D in CUDA

/ / NOTE : s a m e c a l c u l a t i o n s
r e t u rn ( uxx + uyy + u z z
}

repeats

, : , 1 , 1 ) . ∗ p t 1 1+L ( : , : , : , 2 , 1 ) . ∗ p t 2 1
, 1 ) . ∗ pt31 ;
, : , 1 , 1 ) . ∗ p t 2 1+L ( : , : , : , 2 , 1 ) . ∗ p t 2 2
, 1 ) . ∗ pt32 ;
, : , 2 , 2 ) . ∗ p t 2 2+L ( : , : , : , 3 , 2 ) . ∗ p t 3 2 ;

d g d l 1 1 = 2∗ lambda
∗ (D ( : , : , : , 1 , 1 ) − X n o i s y ( : , : , : , 1 , 1 ) ) . ∗ L ( : , : , : , 1 , 1 ) + . . .
(D ( : , : , : , 2 , 1 ) − X n o i s y ( : , : , : , 2 , 1 ) ) . ∗ L ( : , : , : , 2 , 1 ) + . . .
(D ( : , : , : , 3 , 1 ) − X n o i s y ( : , : , : , 3 , 1 ) ) . ∗ L ( : , : , : , 3 , 1 ) − . . .
2∗ d r d l 1 1 ;

device
float
C urv ature3D ( . . . )
{
...
i f ( t y <= BLOCK 3D Y−1)
uy [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z ) ] =
( u [ i n d e x ( t y +1 , tx , t z )] − u [ i n d e x ( ty , tx , t z ) ] ) / dy ;

if

calculation

d r d l 1 1=L ( : , :
+L ( : , : , : , 3
d r d l 2 1=L ( : , :
+L ( : , : , : , 3
d r d l 2 2=L ( : , :

The function Curvature3D consists of three
measurements: (1) spatial gradient of matrix xij (∇xij ) in
the x, y, z directions, (2) gradient norm ( |∇xij |) and (3)
∇xij
divergence of |∇xij
by finding its spatial gradient in the x,
|
y, z directions and accumulating them as the result of
divergence. CUDA implementation of Curvature3D is
depicted in Listing 1. Measurements at each step have
dependency to neighboring voxels in the image.
For
example, measurement of spatial gradient is dependent on
neighboring voxel value; measurement of gradient norm is
dependent on neighboring voxels’ corresponding spatial
gradient; measurement of the divergence is dependent on
neighboring voxels’ corresponding spatial gradients and
gradient norm. Therefore, all intermediate results (i.e.
spatial gradient and gradient norm) need to be computed
completely per neighboring voxels before proceeding to the
computations in the successive steps. This requires all the
threads and thread blocks to synchronize after completion
of each step. However, based on the current architecture of
GPUs and the insufficient synchronization primitives
supported by CUDA, global synchronization of thread
blocks in the GPU-based implementation of Curvature3D
is impossible.
This is due to the fact that global
synchronization involves kernel termination and creation
and it is practically impossible to perform this
synchronization after each computational step in the
Curvature3D. Synchronization of threads in the same
thread block is however possible but, has considerable
overhead in this function.

if

i = 1: iter

D = LLT ( L ) ;
p t 1 1=p (D ( : , : , : , 1 , 1 ) , dx , dy , dz ) ;
p t 2 1=p (D ( : , : , : , 2 , 1 ) , dx , dy , dz ) ;
p t 2 2=p (D ( : , : , : , 2 , 2 ) , dx , dy , dz ) ;

uzz
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4.

METHODOLOGY

performance tuning for our secondary implementations.
Moreover, we do not follow the same kernel composition as
GP U.GlobalSync described in Section 3.
Hence, we
consider only one kernel, which we refer to as Solver, and
the main device functions are:
function P calling
Curvature3D and T V norm, and function LLT . Both
secondary approaches are approximate in the sense that
the TV norm is only computed only for each thread block
and therefore, no global reduction is required which
eliminates the need for the Reduction kernel in this layout.

Regularization of multi-valued images using the
algorithm described in Section 2.2 imposes significant
synchronization
overhead
to
its
GPU-based
implementation resulting from the structure of the
algorithm especially function P(xij ), which is the most
computationally expensive function in this application. We
are particularly aimed at evaluating the effects of excessive
synchronization in this application study.
The
synchronization overhead in the Curvature3D is an
interesting behavior to study in the GPGPU domain.
Therefore, it is worth comparing several approaches in
implementing synchronization in the Curvature3D for the
sake of performance evaluations in order to learn the effect
of synchronization in similar applications. This property of
Curvature3D is in contrast to most of the previous
GPGPU applications that are successfully ported to GPUs
[20, 21]. Therefore, in addition to GP U.GlobalSync as our
primary GPU-based implementation, secondary approaches
to our GPU-based implementation are demonstrated in
this paper. We consider our secondary approaches as
approximate
GPU-based
solutions
of
the
TV
Regularization algorithm, and only present them for the
sake
of
performance
evaluations
of
different
synchronization patterns. Therefore, they are not fully
optimized.
Function Curvature3D in kernel P is
particularly important for our evaluation; therefore, we
focus particularly on this function.

4.2.1 Eliminating Synchronization
In this GPU-based implementation (GP U.U nSync), we
relax the synchronization problem in the TV regularization
algorithm that existed in Curvature3D.
In order to
alleviate this synchronization problem, all computations
are divided into independent sub-blocks (i.e. cubes for 3-D
images) or sub-matrices in the image.
Thus, in
GP U.U nSync each thread is responsible for computations
in a sub-block in contrast to GP U.GlobalSync where each
thread is responsible for computations in a single voxel. In
our implementation, the size of each sub-block is 2 × 2 × 2.
By dividing the regularization tasks into sub-blocks in the
image, each sub-block (sub-image) is denoised (regularized)
independent from neighboring sub-blocks, which eliminates
dependency to neighboring voxels. However, the downside
of GP U.U nSync is the decreased quality of the denoised
image compared to the original algorithm that performs
denoising at a global image-level. This approach enforces
data-parallelism
at
a
higher
granularity
than
GP U.GlobalSync
and
eliminates
the
need
for
synchronization between neighboring voxels within the
sub-block.
However, dealing with the boundary data
between threads is still a remaining challenge. We enforce
padding the boundary of sub-blocks that eliminates the
need to exchange boundary data between threads, and
therefore, we can relax the synchronization problem
between threads. Because of the high memory load in this
implementation, the amount of off-chip memory latencies
that can be hidden by leveraging the hardware’s data
transfer mechanism is limited here, because constant and
texture memories are both read-only and shared memory is
very limited to fit all the intermediate results. However, in
order to conserve bandwidth to off-chip memory, memory
coalescing is enabled as much as possible.

4.1 Primary Approach
This GPU-based implementation (GP U.GlobalSync)
executes in data parallel fashion on the GPU. In this
layout, each thread is responsible for computations in a
single voxel.
Kernel P is the most computationally
intensive among other kernels.
Computing the
intermediate results in Curvature3D function within
kernel P (i.e.
spatial gradient, gradient norm, and
divergence corresponding to each voxel) has substantial
data reuse among threads within a thread block, therefore,
placing them in shared memory hides the excessive
memory latencies. Moreover, coordination among all the
threads and thread blocks is necessary for consistency. In
GP U.GlobalSync, global synchronization among thread
blocks is achieved by overlapping the boundaries among
thread blocks and redundant computation in a given block
of image as elaborated in Section 1. For example, for each
6 × 6 data block in the image we actually create a 8 × 8
thread block and load 8 × 8 data blocks to shared memory.
On the other hand, thread-level synchronization is enforced
by CUDA provided synchronization primitive among
threads in the thread block. Other kernels, however, do not
require the same layout in terms of the work distribution
among threads since no specific coordination is required
among the threads nor thread blocks. All computations in
kernels that will be used in successive kernels are stored in
global memory, where all accesses to off-chip memory are
coalesced to conserve its bandwidth.

4.2.2 Thread-level Synchronization
This GPU-based implementation (GP U.T hreadSync)
executes in data parallel fashion on the GPU. In this
layout, each thread is responsible for computations in a
single voxel the same as our primary (GP U.GlobalSync)
implementation. Thread-level synchronization is enforced
by CUDA provided synchronization primitive among
threads in the thread block. On the other hand, global
synchronization is still not possible in this layout. In this
layout, all the intermediate results in Curvature3D (i.e.
spatial gradient and gradient norm, etc corresponding to
each voxel) are stored in global memory as opposed to each
thread’s local memory since each thread needs to access
the intermediate results computed by neighboring threads
in the thread block.
For the sake of performance
comparison of GP U.T hreadSync with GP U.U nSync, no
hardware’s data transfer mechanism (e.g. utilizing shared

4.2 Secondary Approach
In both of our secondary approaches, since we are not
mainly concerned about detailed analysis of these
implementations and mainly focused on evaluating the
effect of synchronization, we did not perform extensive
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memory) is leveraged in this layout to be consistent with
GP U.U nSync; since we only want to evaluate the effect of
synchronization in this study; therefore, we don’t want a
better memory placement option dramatically changes the
result in the favor of GP U.T hreadSync. However, in order
to conserve bandwidth to off-chip memory, memory
coalescing is enabled as much as possible. Boundary data
in the GP U.T hreadSync implementation is handled by
padding the boundary of thread blocks’ corresponding
region that eliminates the need to exchange boundary data
between thread blocks. The Kernel Solver on the other
hand, exactly follows the same layout as the kernel Solver
in our primary GPU-based implementations.

5.

Figure 3: Kernel Speedup for Our Primary GPUbased Implementation

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section presents the experimental results of
accelerating the TV regularization algorithm on GPUs. In
this section, we analyze different characteristics of our
primary and secondary implementations. We used CUDA
version 2.0 for our GPU-based implementations.
Experiments were performed on Intel Core2 Duo running
at 2.33 GHz with 8GB of main memory and NVIDIA
Quadro FX 5600 as a commodity GPU. The CPU code is
compiled under GCC with the −O3 flag. Given the same
input data set, the speedup is calculated by taking the
wall-clock time required by the application on the CPU
divided by the time required by the GPU. Times are
measured after initial setup and do not include PCI-E bus
transfer time. In this section we mainly analyze the Solver
as the main computational kernel.

5.1 Primary Approach

Figure 4: Kernel Execution time for Our Primary
GPU-based Implementation

As Figure 3 shows, GP U.GlobalSync achieves up to
266X speedup over the CPU version. In this version, there
are 256 threads per thread block and each grid processes
1283 matrix-valued tensors. In Kernel P , each thread uses
10 registers, and shared memory usage is 6 KB per thread
block. Therefore, up to 2 thread blocks can execute on
each SM simultaneously, which represents 66% utilization
of the Quadro’s processor cores. In Kernel T V norm, each
thread uses 10 registers, and shared memory usage is 2 KB
per thread block. Therefore, up to 3 thread blocks can
execute on each SM simultaneously, which represents 100%
utilization of the Quadro’s processor cores. Kernel Solver
uses 27 registers per thread, and therefore, up to 1 thread
blocks can execute on each SM simultaneously, which
represents 33% utilization. Kernel Solver has high off-chip
memory load. The ratio of floating-point operations to
memory accesses is 0.84; therefore, knowing that the
memory bandwidth is 76.8 GB/s, the upper limit on kernel
Solver performance is only 16.12 GFLOPS.
Table 1 demonstrates properties of each kernel. Kernel
P and kernel T V norm constitute the highest percentage of
the total execution time. Kernel’s execution time include
the kernel creation and termination overhead.
It is
observed that the highest overhead belongs to kernel
Reduction, which only occupies one multiprocessor in the
device.
Kernel Solver has high usage of registers,
therefore, in spite of high kernel creation and termination
overhead it is essential to decompose the computation of
the PDE solver into multiple kernels in this layout.
Increasing the TB size from 8 × 8 to 16 × 16 does not have
significant effect on overall performance as demonstrated in

Figure 3. However, it is observed from Figure 4 that the
increase in TB size, decreases the execution time in kernel
P . This observation shows that current GPU architectures
has tolerance for thread-level synchronization. On the
other hand, increase in TB size increases the execution
time in kernel T V norm. These observations are most
evident in large data sizes. Therefore, the reverse effect of
TB size increase on both kernels has somewhat diminished
the effect of increasing TB size on overall performance.

5.2 Secondary Approach
As Figure 5 shows, GP U.T hreadSync achieves up to
128X speedup over the CPU version. In this version, there
are 64 threads per block and each grid processes 1283
matrix-valued tensors. Each thread uses 30 registers, and
therefore, up to 8192/30=273 threads can execute on each
SM simultaneously, which represents 33% utilization of the
Quadro’s processor cores. GP U.U nSync on the other hand
achieves up to 134X speedup over the CPU version as
depicted in Figure 5. It is notable that GP U.T hreadSync
achieves higher speedup compare to GP U.U nSync with
data size of 1283 when TB size is 8 × 8. Furthermore,
GP U.T hreadSync shows to scale better with the increase
in data size. Figure 6 depicts the execution time of
GP U.U N Sync compared to GP U.T hreadSync. As it is
observed from Figure 6(b) when TB size is increased to
16 × 16, by increasing the data size to 1283 in
GP U.T hreadSync, the growth in execution time has a
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Table 1: Kernel Implementation Performance for Execution Profiles
Kernel
#Calls Execution time Utilization %GPU Time
Shared
Registers
(ms)
Mem per
per
Thread Block
Thread
(KB)
LLT
100
258.13
100%
7%
0
9
TVnorm
600
888.21
100%
21%
2
10
Reduction
100
178.19
66%
2.86%
2
4
P
600
1800.00
66%
54.14%
6
10
Solver
600
557.79
33%
13.03%
0
27

acceleration of an advanced MRI reconstruction algorithm
is also studied in [20]. Currently a lot of work is done with
Variational methods, that become real-time applicable by
implementing them on the GPU. [25] discusses fast and
accurate methods to solve Total Variation models on
GPUs. In their work, two prominent models incorporating
TV regularization are reviewed and two different
algorithms are presented to solve these models. Moreover,
a demonstration of Variational methods for diverse
computer vision tasks such as registration, segmentation
and stereo matching using GPUs is given in [26]. Research
in this area has mainly focused on Total Variation methods
for scalar-valued (gray-scale) and vector-valued (color)
images.
By contrast, Variational methods for
matrix-valued imaging data particularly DTI has not been
studied before in the GPGPU domain.

Figure 5: Kernel Speedup for Our Secondary GPUbased Implementations

slower slope than that of GP U.U nSync.
This
demonstrates that GPU architecture has better tolerance
for excessive synchronization in GP U.T hreadSync rather
than excessive per thread computational workload and
memory load that exist in GP U.U nSync. That is due to
the fact that, in GP U.U nSync, all computations in each
thread are performed on 2 × 2 × 2 blocks of data as
opposed to one single voxel in GP U.T hreadSync.
This is made clearer in Figure 7, where the gap between
execution time of function P and the overall execution
time of kernel Solver is more evident in GP U.U nSync
compared to GP U.T hreadSync (computation of P is part
of Solver in secondary implementations).
Although
execution of P is faster in GP U.U nSync, the remaining
computations of Solver, takes more time to complete
compared to GP U.T hreadSync duo to excessive
computational workload and memory load of each thread
in GP U.U nSync.
Therefore, the negative effect of
excessive synchronization in GP U.T hreadSync is made
less evident. Overall, it is notable that the speedup
achieved from GP U.U nSync is not considerably better
than GP U.T hreadSync in large data sizes.

6.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Multi-valued imaging such as diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) has substantially higher noise levels compared to
conventional MR imaging. Total Variation regularization,
which is particularly designed for DTI images, can mitigate
these limitations at the expense of substantial
computation.
The regularization algorithms for DTI
images can significantly benefit from the advances in the
architecture of GPU and reduce the execution time of
regularization of matrix-valued images from 3 hours in a
single-threaded implementation on a dual-core CPU to 1
minutes and 30 seconds, making the application of DTI
images practical for many clinical settings.
We analyzed the effect of excessive synchronization in
this algorithm, which results from dependence of this
method to solving partial differential equations.
The
observations from this study showed that current GPU
architectures has tolerance for excessive synchronization.
We further analyzed the effect of synchronization by
comparing our two secondary implementations. Thereby,
we compared the effect of excessive synchronization against
the effect of excessive computational workload and memory
load that is imposed on each thread by eliminating the
synchronization. This study showed that although the
approach in which thread-level synchronization is
eliminated achieves higher speedup, but the approach
which retains thread-level synchronization scales better on
the Quadro by the increase in image size.

RELATED WORK

The challenges in the GPGPU community have revolved
around the constraints of the programming environment
and on optimal mapping of applications so to best leverage
the highly parallel GPU architecture. There have been
several attempts in acceleration of scientific, imaging,
database management and data mining [23, 21]. Medical
imaging was one of the first GPU computing applications
with acceleration of CT reconstruction [24].
The
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